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Richly illustrated and entertainingly written, The Big Book of Tiny Cars presents lively profiles of
the automotive world’s most famous—and infamous—microcars and subcompacts from 1901 to
today.From tiny homes to little lending libraries and even tiny food, people everywhere are
resetting the premium they put on size. Fact is, the automotive industry has a “tiny” history going
back to the car’s earliest days.Beginning with the Curved Dash Oldsmobile and continuing
through prewar classics such as the Austin Seven and Hanomag Kommissbrot, The Big Book of
Tiny Cars is truly international in scope. Witness diminutive cars like the Bond Minicar and the
BMWIsetta introduced to fuel-deprived postwar Europe, and continue through the classic 1950s
microcars and ’70s subcompacts, right up to today’s tiny cars and electric vehicles (EVs)
fromthe likes of Smart and Fiat.In addition to iconic curiosities like the frog-like Goggomobil Dart,
the futuristic Sebring Vanguard Citicar, and the three-wheeled Reliant Robin, you’ll read about
more familiar classics like the VW Beetle, MiniCooper, and Crosley Super Sport. Other
manufacturers represented include Honda, Datsun, Mitsubishi, Trabant, Heinkel, Renault, and
Messerschmitt, to name a few.Each car is profiled with an entertaining and informative history
and a fact box.Imagery includes archival photos, period ads, and modern photography.In all,
more than 100 cars are included, from the weird to the sublime.Gas, diesel, or electric…tiny cars
have a rich and curious heritage reflective of motorists’ concerns for their pocketbook, the
environment, or both. The Big Book of Tiny Cars is your ultimate collection of microcars,
minicars, bubble cars, kei cars, subcompacts, and compacts that have been built, sold, and
driven all over the globe for 120 years.
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and sometimes very odd, tiny cars have whizzed around world cities and have been jammed
into dinky parking spaces throughout motoring history.The Big Book of Tiny Cars is the ultimate
collection of microcars, minicars, bubble cars, superminis, Japanese kei cars, and American
subcompacts that people have built, sold, and driven all over the globe for more than a century.
Microcars now get as much classic car interest as Ferraris. You will find more than one hundred
cars here, from the weirdest to the smartest designs. Contrast the two-faced Zündapp Janus
and the cheese-shaped Sebring-Vanguard CitiCar with the original Mini and the Smart
car.Supplanting the rickety cyclecars of the early 1900s, we begin with the best-selling
diminutive prewar cars such as the Peugeot Bébé, Austin Seven, and American Crosley. We
then ride the wave of tiny cars in fuel-deprived postwar Europe, such as the cult-classic
Messerschmitt and BMW Isetta bubble cars and the tiny, sporty Goggomobil Dart. Not tiny at all,
but a small car that shook the world, the Volkswagen Beetle influenced many carmakers. We’ll
also take a look at the 1960s and 1970s American compacts and subcompacts meant to squash
it. Also featured are modern takes on tiny car history, such as the reimagined Mini Cooper and
the new Fiat 500.Other manufacturers represent household names, such as Ford, Honda,
Mitsubishi, and Renault, while others, such as Crosley and Hanomag, are long gone. I hope



you’ll find it as fun a trip as I have.Buckle up and beep beep!Russell HayesLondon, 2021Notes:
In the Tiny Fact Boxes for each car, I have kept to metric measurements for consistency,
although before the 1970s, imperial measurements were the norm. Most fuel consumption
figures are British miles per gallon, but where appropriate, American miles per gallon is used—
and the American gallon is smaller than the imperial, so fewer miles per gallon.For expressions
of engine power, some cars only have horsepower (hp) listed. This is power measured at the
wheels after having gone through the gearbox/drivetrain. Where available, I have opted to use
brake horsepower (bhp) as it is more common. This is the unit of power measured at the output
shaft, free from drivetrain losses. While in the 1950s and 1960s British and American motor
magazines quoted bhp, the German metric measure now widely used is PS, for Pferdestärke, or
“horse-strength.” One PS is the equivalent to 0.986 bhp. I have taken the liberty, as motoring
magazines do, of equating bhp and PS when the predominant measure of the time was
bhp.NEW BABIES1900-1939AT THE DAWN OF MOTORING, THE WORLD OF SELF-
PROPELLED TRANSPORT WAS ONE OF CONTRASTS.Although it was still largely the
preserve of the rich, smaller cars for more modest means emerged based on motorized
bicycles. A large car for a small price, the 1908 Model T Ford was the game changer, and
American cars began their growth spurt. In Britain, the Model T’s 2.8-liter engine meant it
attracted a high horsepower tax, and smaller-engined “light cars” started to displace the popular
but crude cyclecar. However, the “trike” three-wheelers, such as the Morgan, were an idea that
stuck for decades of minimal motoring.OLDSMOBILE CURVED DASH1901To start an
Oldsmobile, you hand cranked from the side. There was a tiller rather than a steering wheel, and
two pedals controlled the throttle and rear wheel brake. It took practice.TINY FACT
BOXOldsmobile Curved Dash 1901DIMENSIONSWheelbase 1.7 m; length 2.4 m; width 1.5 m;
height 1.4 m; weight (unladen) 390 kgENGINE/DRIVE1,564-cc water-cooled single-cylinder four-
stroke; two-speed gearbox, mid-engine, rear-wheel drivePERFORMANCETop speed approx. 32
kph; approx. 40 mpgPRODUCTIONApprox. 19,000; 1901–1907, Detroit, Michigan, United
StatesTINY TRIVIAIn 1903, Lester Whitman and Eugene Hammond drove a standard
Oldsmobile Runabout from San Francisco to Portland, Maine, the longest trip ever completed by
a car to that date.The Oldsmobile Runabout looked like a buggy waiting for a horse; the front
took the shape of the usual buggy mudguard, hence its better-known name of the Oldsmobile
Curved Dash.Ransom E. Olds went into manufacturing in 1897 as the Olds Motor Vehicle Co. in
Lansing, Ohio, and in 1899 his second company, Olds Motor Works, moved to Detroit.A fire
destroyed the factory in 1901, and only the Curved Dash prototype survived. Olds had no option
but to make the little car in quantity on an assembly line of seventy-five workers. With its
interchangeable parts, it’s held that this was the first mass-produced car before the Model T
Ford. The Runabout cost $650 when a regular car was at least $1,500.The short and simple
wooden body sat on two long leaf springs connecting front and rear axles. A single-cylinder
water-cooled gasoline engine of at first 95.4 cubic inches (1.6 liters) and 4.5 horsepower was
mounted centrally and drove the rear axle via a chain through a two-speed planetary or epicyclic



gearbox (a forerunner of the automatic).The company sold 2,100 in 1902, and it became the
best-selling car in the United States in 1903. The automakers Polymobil and Ultramobil also
made the Curved Dash under license in Germany.The Oldsmobile was above all tough and
reliable and could be repaired by a blacksmith.TINY TRIVIAThe car gave rise to the song “In My
Merry Oldsmobile.”PEUGEOT BÉBÉ1913A windshield, pneumatic tires, a horn, and lighting
made the Bébé well equipped for an early tiny car.TINY FACT BOXPeugeot Bébé
1913DIMENSIONSWheelbase 1.8 m; length 2.6 m; width 1.5 m; height 1.6 m; weight (unladen)
350 kgENGINE/DRIVE655-cc 10-hp water-cooled four-cylinder four-stroke; two-or three-speed
gearbox, front engine, rear-wheel drivePERFORMANCETop speed approx. 60
kphPRODUCTION3,095; 1913–1916; Beaulieu, Franche-Comté, FranceTINY TRIVIABébés
raced in the voiturette class for ultralight cars. In 1913 a Bébé won the Mont Ventoux
Hillclimb.The French firm Peugeot had made its first car in 1890 but offered its first Bébé (Baby)
model in 1905. Its second Bébé is accepted both as a Peugeot and as a Bugatti.Strictly a two-
seater, almost half the Peugeot Bébé was its passenger compartment, but riders were covered
from the elements.Well before his 1920s racing success, designer Ettore Bugatti created a
prototype tiny car, the Type 19, exhibited at the October 1911 Paris motor show. Two occupants
were propelled by a water-cooled 10-horsepower 855-cc four-cylinder engine driving the rear
wheels not through the usual noisy chain but through a solid driveshaft. It had leaf-spring
suspension all round, a two-speed manual gearbox, a convertible roof, a windshield, and
acetylene lamps, and it wore pneumatic Michelin tires.Reportedly as early as November 1911,
Peugeot signed a licensing deal and presented its version at the 1912 show for 4,000 francs
(little more than the 1905 car). There was now a Peugeot radiator and, to keep costs down, a
less advanced engine design—from an overhead camshaft to side valve (flathead). The two-
speed gearbox got a third ratio in 1913. Produced starting in 1913 at the factory in Beaulieu,
France, the Bébé thrived and briefly reentered production postwar.TINY TRIVIAPeugeot
advertised the Bébé as a replacement for two horses for the price of one.THE CYCLECARThe
late 1800s saw a boom in mass-manufactured bicycles, which led to motorcycles and motorized
tricycles—and, at the turn of the century, the three-wheeled forecar (a motorcycle with two front
wheels and a single seat between) and the tricar (two seats in tandem or side by side).Around
1910, the four-wheeled cyclecar began to take off in France. It had some elements of the
motorbike, such as an air-cooled twin-cylinder engine and chain-driven wheels, but little
bodywork; it was more a frame with seats attached.In Britain, cyclecars were relatively
affordable at around £100 to £200 and sold in great numbers. In 1912 H. F. S. Morgan started
three-wheeler production, and Morgans became the most successful of the cyclecars; a twin-
cylinder “vee” formation motorcycle engine—usually a water-cooled J.A.P. unit—sat between the
two steered front wheels and drove a single rear.There was a brief boom in cyclecars in the
United States (where they were usually heavier and had water-cooled engines) starting around
1912, but they couldn’t cope with the long distances and rough roads. With fuel being cheap at
the time, a full-size car was a better bet—especially the Model T.In parallel, the term light car



came to be used for small cars that resembled scaled-down versions of “proper cars” and had
full bodywork and water-cooled engines. The cyclecar was defined by an upper engine capacity
limit of 1,100 cc, and a light car typically had a four-cylinder engine of up to 1,500 cc.After the
First World War, British motorists wanted something better than the crude cyclecar. With four
wheels, four seats, and four cylinders, the 1922 Austin Seven killed most of the cyclecars off, but
the little Morgan continued to thrive, trouncing the opposition in speed and efficiency
competitions. Other British three-wheelers fell away in the 1920s and 1930s, but the 1950s
would see distant descendants of the cyclecar in the form of bubble cars.The Morgan started as
a cyclecar but became a famous sports car. The three-wheeler design was revived in
2011.AUSTIN SEVEN1922Each Austin Seven type had a cute name: the Chummy, the Pearl,
the Ruby (here from 1936), the Nippy, and the Opal.TINY TRIVIAMany bodymakers offered their
own take on the Seven. The most famous was the 1927 Austin Swallow, whose maker became
the Jaguar company.TINY FACT BOXAustin Seven 1922DIMENSIONSWheelbase 1.9 m; length
2.4 m; width 1.1 m; height up to 1.6 m; weight (curb) 441 kgENGINE/DRIVE747-cc (from 1923)
10.5-bhp water-cooled four-cylinder four-stroke; three-speed (later four-speed) gearbox, front
engine, rear-wheel drivePERFORMANCETop speed approx. 56 kph (later 89); up to 45
mpgPRODUCTION291,000; 1922–1939, Longbridge, Birmingham, EnglandTINY TRIVIAThere
is a long-running debate over whether the early 1930s Datsun was either a Seven built under
license or a straight copy. There is no evidence of a licensing agreement, and in 1935 a Datsun
Type 14 was bought and examined at Longbridge, where it was reportedly found not to infringe
any Austin patents.The 1922 Austin Seven likely saved its maker from ruin and put a nation into
a proper car—a very, very, small one.The receiver had been called into Sir Herbert Austin’s
Birmingham company in 1921. Britain was in a car sales slump, and Austin had overexpanded
into commercial vehicles, tractors, and light aircraft. Said to be inspired by the Peugeot Bébé,
the Seven was designed in secret on Sir Herbert’s home billiard table, assisted by young
draftsman Stanley Edge.It was the antithesis of the cyclecar. Its 747-cc (initially 696-cc) water-
cooled four-cylinder side-valve engine was simple to understand and maintain with a detachable
cylinder head. As cars were rated for British tax by their cylinder bore (see here), the Seven was
rated as an 8-horsepower car, although its actual power was 10.5 brake horsepower, which cost
an affordable £7 a year. Drive was through a three-speed gearbox by driveshaft to the rear axle.
The chassis resembled an “A” with a semi-elliptic (curved) leaf spring across the front and
quarter-elliptics rear. There were brakes to four wheels at a time when many sports cars still only
had two, but until 1931 only the rear brakes were linked to the pedal; before that year, the fronts
were linked to the handbrake. For extra reassurance, Austin scaled down many controls from the
larger Ten model.On introduction, it was priced at £225, and there was only Chummy open
bodywork. The Seven looked a little pram-like, but there was just about enough space for Ma,
Pa, and the kids. The price rapidly came down—eventually to £100 in 1935, when annual
production peaked at 27,280. There were sedans, a van, and a taxi, and wheelbase and weight
grew. A four-speed gearbox and a power boost to 16.5 brake horsepower helped later Sevens



along.The sturdy engine took to tuning, and sports models appeared, the best of which was the
supercharged Seven Ulster of 1929, named after the tiny racer’s win at the Tourist Trophy race in
Northern Ireland.Seven production ended in January 1939, but the design had a long reach. It
was licensed to Frenchman Lucien Rosengart in 1923 for a car bearing his name, the American
Austin Company was set up in 1929 (here), and the most notable licensee was Bayerische
Motoren Werke (BMW)—translated as Bavarian Motor Works after it took over Wartburg’s
Seven-based Dixi.HANOMAG “KOMMISSBROT”1924The rear-engined Hanomag 2/10
“Kommissbrot” unusually had integrated fenders and no running boards to squeeze two
passengers side by side.TINY FACT BOXHanomag “Kommissbrot” 1924DIMENSIONSLength
2.8 m; width 1.1 m; height 1.5 m; weight (unladen) 370 kgENGINE/DRIVE499-cc 10-bhp water-
cooled single-cylinder four-stroke; three-speed gearbox, rear engine, rear-wheel
drivePERFORMANCETop speed approx. 64 kphPRODUCTION15,775; 1924–1928, Hanover,
GermanyTINY TRIVIAA Kommissbrot racer, stripped of its bodywork, was one of the cars at the
opening race of the Nürburgring racetrack in 1927. There was also a racing Hanomag with
wicker bodywork, the Korbrennwagen (German for “basket racing car”).In the mid-1920s, when
few Germans could afford any kind of car, the Hanomag 2/10 was as near to a Volksauto, or
people’s car, as anyone would see until the VW Beetle. Introduced in 1924, it was both mocked
and loved, nicknamed Kommissbrot after the loaf of bread given to the army.The first car from
Hanover railway locomotive and steam wagon builder Hanomag, the 2/10 had only one door,
and you worked the single windshield wiper yourself. The single-cylinder water-cooled overhead-
valve 599-cc engine was rear mounted with a tiny fuel tank ahead of it and drove the rear wheels
through a gearbox and a short chain, without a differential as the distance between the wheels
was so narrow. You started a Kommissbrot with a chain pull.Because they were built on a simple
box-frame chassis, Hanomags were also offered as this top hat–like sedan, a landaulette, and a
van.With a price starting at 2,800 Reichsmarks but reducing to 2,000, the Hanomag was
affordable, but only for the middle classes. The Wartburg, then BMW, Dixis of 1928–1929 struck
the fatal blow, offering four seats and less weirdness for less money. Hanomag continued to
build cars to 1939—including some of the first diesels. Mercedes-Benz took over the company
in 1971.TINY TRIVIAA popular rhyme was “Ein Pfund Blech und ein Pfund Lack fertig ist der
Hanomag”—“A pound of tin and a pound of paint and the Hanomag is ready.”The Hanomag
(here a later version without the door cut-out) is an overlooked predecessor of the Volkswagen
Beetle.THE BRITISH HORSEPOWER TAXAfter the First World War, the British government
imposed a tax on cars according to their horsepower to fund the upkeep of the roads.The
formula was accepted by the Royal Automobile Club (RAC) and took into account the cylinder
bore (diameter) of each engine and the number of cylinders. Thus, a 1-liter engine was typically
rated as 8 horsepower, a 1.5 at 12, and so on, but the rating gave no real guide as to how
powerful cars were. To explain the difference, manufacturers took to names such as 16/65—a 16
horsepower tax and an output of 65 brake horsepower.The first duty was fixed at £1 per
horsepower, so generations of cars appeared with 8, 10, 14, 16, and so on as their model



names. As engine efficiency improved, car magazines increasingly challenged the math of the
rating formula. In the 1930s, the output of a good engine could be three to four times greater
than its RAC rating. It was replaced by a flat-rate tax in 1947.AMERICAN AUSTIN
BANTAM1930American Austin Bantams were ritzier than their English ancestors. Actress Vera
Steadman is pictured in her American Austin coupe in Hollywood, California, 1930.TINY FACT
BOXAmerican Austin Bantam 1930DIMENSIONSWheelbase 1.9 m; length 3 m; width 1.3 m;
height up to 1.6 m; unladen weight 498 kgENGINE/DRIVE747-cc 15-bhp water-cooled four-
cylinder four-stroke; three-speed gearbox, front engine, rear-wheel drivePERFORMANCETop
speed approx. 80 kph; up to 45 mpgPRODUCTIONApprox. 20,000 (American Austin); 1930–
1934 Butler, Pennsylvania, United StatesIn 1929, as American motorists clamored for bigger
cars and engines, Sir Herbert Austin announced he was bringing the tiny Seven to the United
States, built in a factory in Butler, Pennsylvania.But the car was a little too minimal and by June
1930, a complete rethink had taken place. American Austin hired industrial designer Count
Alexis de Sakhnoffsky to supply a ritzy restyle. De Sakhnoffsky’s employer, the Hayes Body
Corporation of Detroit, built the bodies.The American Austin came in roadster, sedan, pickup,
and convertible versions, some painted in two-tone color schemes with matching wheels.
Described as a “distinctly American creation,” they were priced at $445, and Austin claimed they
would get 40 miles per gallon and make a set of tires last up to 40,000 miles.The engine was
described as a mechanical duplicate of the British Austin—and therein lay part of the problem.
Sales soon flagged. The Great Depression might have seemed a good time for a cheap car, but
the price of gas remained low, and the American Austin also initially cost $5 more than the much
bigger Ford Model A. While it was sturdy, to American tastes the Seven’s side-valve engine was
simply too noisy. American Austin filed for bankruptcy in June 1934 after twenty thousand
vehicles.Former American Austin salesman Roy S. Evans bought the rights to the design and
factory and hired de Sakhnoffsky for another makeover, which featured a fashionable horizontal-
barred grille. Although the engine was still similar, the link with the Austin Seven (now in its final
two British years) was severed as, according to the American Austin Bantam Club, no parts were
interchangeable. It offered 20 horsepower over the former 14. In autumn 1937, the American
Bantam Car Company showed a new range of cars called the American Bantam 60 (as in top
speed). It promised coupes, roadsters, and quarter-ton panels and pick-up trucks, as well as 60
miles per gallon.For 1940, American Bantam launched the Super 4 and a new convertible coupe
and sedan—the Riviera and the Hollywood. These had a more powerful 820-cc 22-horsepower
“Hillmaster” engine with a three-main bearing crankshaft to quieten down the racket, pressure
lubrication by mechanical pump, and synchromesh on second and third gears for smooth
changes. Production ended in June 1940, only eight hundred cars having been made that year,
down from a high of 2,000 in 1938. Around 6,700 American Bantams were built in all.This 1931
American Austin Bantam van made for cute advertising rather than cargo hauling.By 1939, the
American Bantam had become a sharp-suited distant relation of the Austin Seven.TINY
TRIVIAThe American Bantam Car Company was the first manufacturer to deliver a prototype



jeep to the US Army in September 1940.FIAT 500 “TOPOLINO”1936The Topolino’s spare wheel
was fashionably set into the rear bodywork (there was no trunk lid).TINY FACT BOXFiat 500
“Topolino” 1936DIMENSIONSWheelbase 2 m; length 3.2 m; width 1.2 m; height 1.4 m; weight
(unladen) 535 kgENGINE/DRIVE569-cc 13-bhp water-cooled four-cylinder four-stroke; four-
speed gearbox, front engine, rear-wheel drivePERFORMANCETop speed 85 kph; up to 46
mpgPRODUCTIONApprox. 122,000; 1936–1948, Lingotto and Mirafiori, Turin, ItalyTINY
TRIVIAGregory Peck transports Audrey Hepburn around Rome in a Topolino in the 1953 movie
Roman Holiday.Generations of cute little Fiats began in June 1936 with the Tipo 500, or Topolino
as it was soon nicknamed—meaning “little mouse” and being the Italian name for Disney’s
Mickey Mouse.In 1933, Fiat boss Senator Giovanni Agnelli had envisaged a small mass-
produced “people’s car” capable of carrying two in comfort. His designer Dante Giacosa came
up with the first prototype in 1934, and it was packed with forward thinking.The sloping nose
followed the style of the wind-tunnel-developed Fiat 1500 of 1935, thanks to an engine located
ahead of the front axle. The radiator was behind it, and the fuel tank sat on the bulkhead at the
front of the passenger compartment. As it fed fuel to the engine by gravity, no pump was
needed.The two-door body was bolted to a lightweight chassis. You stepped in via rear-hinging
doors with sliding windows (which allowed more interior width), and the front bucket seats
flipped up to reveal a small space for two children or 100 pounds (50 kg) of luggage. As the
engine was so far forward, there was ample front legroom under the dash.The four-cylinder side-
valve engine drove the rear wheels and was even smaller than the Austin Seven’s, at 569 cc, but
gave a comparable 13 brake horsepower. The four-speed gearbox was an unusual feature for a
small, cheap car, as were the 12-volt electrical system, electric windshield wiper, and superior
hydraulic brakes instead of the usual cable items. Independent front suspension was also an
advancement, and the rear suspension was strengthened after forty-six thousand had been
built, replacing the quarter-elliptic springs with semielliptics, as four people were often being
squashed into Topolinos.For 8,900 lire, the Fiat 500 brought affordable motoring to thousands of
Italians; at £120 in Britain, it was close in price to the Austin Seven. With a possible 55 miles per
gallon and annual road tax at 1 guinea (£5 and 5 shillings), advertising proclaimed, “Now
motoring is cheaper than bus fare!”When 500 production restarted after World War II, there was
a revised Type B version from 1948 to 1949 with overhead valves and 16.5 brake horsepower.
Then there was an all-new body style, the Type C, including a Giardiniera station wagon, until
1955—when it was replaced by the 600.TINY TRIVIAThe Topolino was produced in France as
the Simca 5, then from 1947 with a new front end as the Simca 6.CROSLEY1939Visitors to the
1939 New York World’s Fair marvel at the smallness of the new Crosley: two cylinders and 50
miles on a gallon of gas for $350.TINY TRIVIADue to an erroneous press release, the Cincinnati
Times Star was led to believe that the Crosley would be triangular.TINY FACT BOXCrosley
1939DIMENSIONSWheelbase 2 m; length 3 m; width 1.2 m; height 1.5 m; weight (laden) 442
kgENGINE/DRIVE580-cc 13.5-hp/12-hp Waukesha air-cooled two-cylinder; Warner three-speed
manual gearbox, front engine, rear-wheel drivePERFORMANCETop claimed speed approx. 40–



50 mph; up to 50 mpg (US)PRODUCTION5,757; 1939–1942, Richmond, Indiana, and
Cincinnati, Ohio, United StatesTINY TRIVIAMovie star Paulette Goddard owned a Crosley and
is seen driving one in the 1943 film The Crystal Ball.Industrialist and Cincinnati Reds baseball
team owner Powel Crosley Jr. had a dream. In 1939, having brought the first affordable radio and
then refrigerator to America, he introduced his own people’s car just as the American Bantam
was sinking.The dream was a 10-foot-long (3 m) four-wheeler weighing about 925 pounds (420
kg). Offered as a two-seat convertible coupe and four-seat convertible sedan for $325 and $350,
respectively, the “Car of Tomorrow” was powered by a 580-cc 13-horsepower (later 12-
horsepower) horizontally opposed air-cooled two-cylinder engine from Waukesha Engines of
Wisconsin. There were three forward speeds plus reverse, and Crosley claimed it would get up
to 50 miles per US gallon from the four-gallon tank. As Mr. Crosley was 6 feet 4 inches tall, much
attention was said to have been given to ample legroom.In a radical move, Crosleys were sold
through select department stores and Crosley appliance stores, with service at dedicated
service centers. When they first went on sale at Macy’s on Broadway on June 19, 1939, fourteen
orders were placed by midafternoon, according to the New York Times. The store price was a
modest $360 to $365 in 1939, when the bulk of regular-sized US car sales were around $750.
Gray and blue were standard colors, but you could get yellow at extra costA postcard advertises
the Crosley brand of home appliances and its first-ever car at the 1939 New York World’s
Fair.Manufacturing was plagued by parts supply problems and the cars by mechanical
problems, but by 1941 there was a five-strong range, including a station wagon with a body of
hard maple plywood. American involvement in World War II ended production in 1942, but the
Crosley would be back for a mini peacetime flourish.NOT MUCHMOTORING1940sTHE
SECOND WORLD WAR HALTED EUROPEAN, THEN AMERICAN, CAR PRODUCTION. THE
VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE EMERGED FROM THE RUBBLE OF GERMANY AS AN
INTERRUPTED ALL-NEW DESIGN AND BEGAN ITS WORLD CONQUEST.Even if you could
afford a new car in the late 1940s, there was a long wait. In Britain, “Export or Die” was a Ministry
of Information slogan. Consumer goods were a priority for export markets. Half of car production
had to be for export, and in 1947 this was raised to 75 percent. British motorists were actively
dissuaded from buying a new car with a domestic purchase tax rate of 33.3 percent until 1950.In
France, the Renault 4CV and Citroën 2CV were exactly the sort of basic transport the country
was looking for and generated waiting lists into the 1950s. For very basic transport there were
voiturettes like the three-wheeled Mochet, which gained an engine instead of its former pedals in
1947. It was followed by the Rovin four-wheeler with symmetrical front and rear body
panels.There weren’t enough new cars to go around in postwar America either. About a third of
passenger cars on the road were more than ten years old, but, although the postwar Crosley
was quick to supply the demand, American cars soon sped expansively towards the jet
age.Back in Britain, the Bond Minicar was first into a new market for very small and very slow but
very cheap cars. Having three wheels was crucial. British laws allowed you to drive a three-
wheeled car if you had a motorcycle license (which many people did before widespread car



ownership), and it incurred very low road tax if it weighed 1,102 pounds (500 kg) or less. This
concession lasted until 2001.PEUGEOT VLV1941Batteries in front, motor at the rear, the
Peugeot VLV had a pair of staggered seats to allow more space for the driver.TINY FACT
BOXPeugeot VLV 1941DIMENSIONSLength 2.7 m; width 1.2 m; weight (including batteries) 365
kgENGINE/DRIVE82-amp electric motor giving 1.3 to 3.5 hp direct to the rear wheels, controlled
by a foot pedalPERFORMANCETop claimed speed 34 kph, range 80 kmPRODUCTION377;
1941–1943 La Garenne, FranceTINY TRIVIAThe batteries accounted for 353 pounds (160 kg) of
the total weight.With fuel shortages ongoing and civilians banned from using petrol, many
European motorists turned to alternative fuels during the Second World War. Many resorted to
pedal-powered Velocars, but others stuck wood and coal burners onto their prewar cars to
produce fuel gas. There was also a revival of the electric technology that had been displaced by
gasoline engines at the turn of the century.In May 1941, Peugeot surprised the world with a
purpose-designed, tiny two-seat electric cabriolet, the Voiture Légère de Ville (VLV), or light
town car. It was properly tiny, at 8 feet 10 inches (2.7 m) long. Its rear-mounted electric motor
produced 3.3 horsepower, fed by four 12-volt batteries under the diminutive hood. Range is
recorded as up to 50 miles (80 km) with a maximum speed of 21 miles per hour (34 kph). VLVs
were mostly used by the French post office and doctors, and according to Peugeot, 377 were
produced between 1941 and 1943—when the Vichy regime put a stop to it, as too many were
being used by civilians.Although it looked like a three-wheeler, there was a pair of wheels at the
back, about 13 inches (33 cm) apart, with a shared single brake.TINY TRIVIAPeugeot would not
sell another electric car to the public until 1995.THE ELECTRIC EGGThe original bubble car
was L’Œuf électrique—the electric egg—from French designer Paul Arzens in 1942.Arzens was
a successful Parisian painter and sculptor who branched out into industrial design just before
the war. His first car was La Baleine (the whale), a 23-foot-long (7-m) streamlined roadster built
in 1938 atop a Buick chassis.At the other extreme, L’Œuf électrique was his personal car and
vision of minimal future transport. Shaped to be as aerodynamic as an egg, the three-wheeled,
two-seater pod was bodied in aluminum over a tubular frame with a plexiglass canopy. With
wartime fuel restrictions, it was, naturally enough, electric, with five batteries under the seat
powering an electric motor. It had a claimed range of 100 kilometers (62 miles) and a top speed
of 75 kilometers per hour (47 miles).From the late 1940s onwards, Arzens became best known
for designing the exteriors of locomotives for the French state railway, SNCF. Meanwhile, he
gave the egg a single-cylinder Peugeot scooter engine and used it around Paris, to the delight of
bystanders. He kept it until his death in 1990, and it now lives at the Cité de l’automobile,
Collection Schlumpf, in Mulhouse, France.Paul Arzens with his 1942 bubble car ancestor L’Œuf
électrique. Most of its weight was the 650-plus pounds (300 kg) of batteries. Doors were added
later.CROSLEY SEDAN1946The ’49 Crosley range of body styles was wider than before but
swamped the tiny wheels.TINY FACT BOXCrosley Sedan 1946DIMENSIONSWheelbase 2 m;
length 3.6 m; width 1.2 m; height 1.4 m; weight (with spare tire, gas, oil, and water) 521
kgENGINE/DRIVE724-cc 26.5-bhp four-cylinder inline, water-cooled four-stroke; three-speed



manual gearbox, front engine, rear-wheel drivePERFORMANCETop claimed speed 96 kph; 35–
50 mpgPRODUCTION80,096 all types; 1946–1952, Marion, Indiana, United StatesTINY
TRIVIAMr. Happy of Erie, Pennsylvania, had twelve Crosley ice cream vans custom built to sell
his wares.In January 1946, the little Crosley automobile returned as an all-new design with a
unique new engine. The Crosley Corporation had sold all its shares to the Aviation Corporation
in June 1945, but while the fridges and radios had gone, Powel Crosley Jr. kept the automobile
division to himself.The new “midget car” was a 3.6-meter, two-door sedan with a steel body “of
streamlined aircraft appearance.” The 722-cc four-cylinder overhead-camshaft engine was
derived from a design the corporation had licensed in 1943 and sold to buyers such as the navy.
Instead of the usual heavy cast block, the COBRA (for COpper BRAzed water jackets) was
made of 125 thin steel metal stampings brazed together, with an aluminum crankcase and
pistons. Crosley claimed it weighed only 59 pounds (26 kg) and could get 50 miles per US gallon
at 35 miles per hour (56 kph). A convertible and pickup completed the range.The cars were to be
made at a new plant in Marion, Indiana. At first, the public jostled for the new cars, as they had at
the launch of the prewar Crosley. Macy’s department store was again selling Crosleys, and on
August 17, 1946, one thousand buyers out of nine thousand spectators were reported waving
banknotes for the $853 car.A petite steel-bodied station wagon and a van followed. According to
the Crosley Club’s history, sales peaked at 27,707 in 1948. And for 1949, the range was
completely restyled with squared-off lines. Introduced in July 1949, the Hotshot roadster was a
tiny bug-eyed sports car with the innovation of four-wheel disc brakes, although they were
replaced by drums in 1950.From 1949, the CIBA (Cast Iron Block Assembly) engine replaced
the COBRA. The Crosley Super Sports was announced in February 1950, priced at $950 with a
claimed top speed of over 75 miles per hour (121 kph). The last innovation in summer 1950 was
the Farm-O-Road, a miniature jeep with a two-range gearbox and power takeoffs for plow and
mowers. Only two prototypes were built.The Hotshot enjoyed sporting success at Le Mans and
Sebring, but Crosley’s star was fading. There were price cuts and a restyle in 1951, but in July
1952, General Tire and Rubber Co. bought Crosley Motors. Car production had ceased, but
there were defense contracts for the engines.The new-style Crosleys for 1949 added big-car-
style chrome grilles and a new engine after troubles with the earlier design.
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An Anita fan, “Fun coffee table book. Nice photography, well written blurbs, a few paragraphs
about each vehicle with interesting history and background.Not super in-depth coverage of any
one vehicle but it sure does show a lot of vehicles some of which I've heard of and many of
which I have not.If you are interested in this admittedly oddball subject, this is a great book to
have around and flip through.”

Erin G, “So Cute!. I picked this up for my father in law. I have never been “into cars”. I’ve just been
happy to have one that starts and moves. This book could make me be “into cars”. Really fun to
look at. The colors that were used and all of the different design choices makes this book good
for car lovers or those of us that aren’t “into cars”. Fun read for any age!”

Lisa, “This book is awesome!. I saw this book and I knew I had to have it. I drove a Volkswagen
Beetle for 7 years and it was basically my whole personality. The funny part is, this book
considered the beetle to be too big for this book!I really like the way this book is organized. It’s
organized by decades and then in year order. It goes from the 1900s all the way to December
2021 which is great that I felt completely up to date after reading it.Then I also like how the
pages are organized themselves. You get at least one photo of each car, a section with stats
about each car, a paragraph of the history of the car, and then little fun facts. It makes it so that
you can go through and read through page by page or browse through and just look at the
photos and the fun facts.I learned a lot about how one car would influence the making of another
car and then that car would influence the next until we get to 2021 with electric vehicles and tiny
smart vehicles. The book is extremely comprehensive and hits every small car I’ve ever heard of
and more. I like that they didn’t just focus on one maker or one country and really found every
small car across the world.This is an awesome coffee table for a car lover that genuinely kept me
interested while reading it.”

Michael J, “A real treat for fans of tiny cars. I am fascinated by miniatures, especially mechanical
miniatures, and I am particularly fascinated by minicars and microcars, so you can well imagine
how much i was looking forward to receiving this book. I was not disappointed. It’s full of photos,
ads, illustrations, and historical facts about subcompact, mini, and micro cars going back to the
beginning of the automotive age. There are cars I had some first-hand familiarity with, like the
Honda 600 sedan, cars I’ve seen in person, like the Fiat 600, cars I’ve seen in books and
magazines (King Midget, Zundapp), a car I was aware of thanks to Top Gear (Peel 50), cars I
only knew about from Robert Dunn’s “Aging Wheels” channel on YouTube, and a lot of cars I’m
discovering for the first time. It’s a quality book, with beautiful design, heavy paper stock, five-
color printing, and good writing. It’s not a book you’d go to for the definitive information on one of
these cars- there’s more, and more detailed info in Wikipedia- but rather, a book to open up and
browse through for the sheer enjoyment of discovering some of the oddest and most adorable



cars of the 20thC.”

Manila Mike, “Bigger Gas Prices = Smaller Cars. My first experience in a tiny car came in 1966. I
was 3, and was riding with my mother and twin sister in her tiny Fiat (the only one on the streets
of Dayton, Ohio, as I understand it). The car was going about 45 mph and had suicide doors that
hinged from the front. My sister, Chele, and I were sitting on the passenger seat (long before "car
seats.") I was playing with the door latch. The door opened and out I went bouncing and sliding
down the highway. My mother was horrified and quickly stopped and ran back to get me. After a
trip to the hospital, it was determined that I was fine but may forever nurse a love for tiny cars.My
first car was a 1976 Chevette which was followed by a VW Rabbit diesel. All three of these cars
are covered briefly in this book. And bring with them a flood of memories.I got this book because
I thought it would be great for on the coffee table at the used car dealership where I work. I do
wish it had a bit more of an American orientation instead of the European perspective it seems
to take.”

M. Hill, “The Big Book of Tiny Cars: A Century of Diminutive Automotive Oddities. Not just a
coffee table picture book there are not only a wide range of photographs and original ads for the
tiny cars but there is also plenty of information about the automobiles. With a sturdy construction
along with a separate dust jacket, the hardback book is well-organized beginning with the 1900’s
through 1939 and the following chapters are by decade from the 1940’s through 2010 and
beyond. A good index at the back of the book provides a quick way to locate specific
models.The included models also provide specific information on the car’s dimension, engine
drive, performance and production years. Accompanying text presents additional details for
example specific problems with the car or models designed but not produced, etc. Tiny trivia
highlights are placed on some of the pages providing bits of sometimes fun and sometimes odd
information. If interested in the subjected the book is visually compelling and fascinating reading.
Excellent.”

barbara, “Beautifully done, gorgeously photographed and well written!. I completely love The Big
Book of Tiny Cars!Wonderfully written, beautifully photographed and a truly marvelous subject
matter, this is an incredibly enjoyable read on the world of micro car history and models.I admit I
am a small car fan, owning a 2006 Smart but, anyone, anyone will love this book and it's focus
on the world's attempts at creating and selling totally cute micro-cars.This is a book that will
never grow old, you will pull it off the shelf every so often just to go through it again!It is a large,
beautifully manufactured book as well, well laid out, wonderful binding and cover and you will
just enjoy handling it, the photographs are marvelous, many from the vehicles original
production years and many from survivors of today. You absolutely cannot go wrong in ordering
this book!I am so very, very, very pleased with this item.....thank you!”



simon.r, “The best book on microcars. The best book on microcars by far. A nice big book that is
easy to read and enjoy. Full of great photos , pictures and text covering a very wide range of
small cars from all periods. Highly enjoyable book.”

B. S. Kelly, “What a fascinating little book.. Really interesting well researched book for anyone
interested in cars.”

Karen, “Fabulous coffee table book, we’ll set out and informative.. Liked the book very much, lots
of information within its pages.”

The book by Russell Hayes has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 37 people have provided feedback.
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